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When you read or hear the word FREEDOM, what do you
think about?
Go ahead. Write it down. In fact, write all over this journal. Write
anything—and anywhere—you want. This isn’t a high school
textbook (there will probably never be a textbook entitled Live
Free). So grab a pen. Remember those? Little sticks that you
used to write with before Siri typed everything for you? We tried
to create a touch-screen journal with a virtual keyboard, but we
couldn’t afford it. We’ll have to stick with old-school writing for
now.
SO WRITE DOWN THE FIRST THING THAT COMES TO MIND
WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT FREEDOM.

If that space isn’t enough for your answer, feel free to get
creative. Jot down a poem, draw a picture, or sketch a prototype
that will make you millions of dollars one day (now that would be
freedom).

CLIFF DIVING

When the word “freedom” hit your brain, maybe your mind went
to something like this:

Or this:
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NOW, IF YOU COULD LIVE FREE, WHAT WOULD YOU
MAKE A LIST.

Would you do something like this?

DO ?

CLIFF DIVING

Or this:

Okay, maybe you nearly had a panic attack thinking about
snowboard backflips and cliff diving. For you, LIVING FREE might
look more like this:
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Or this:

Maybe you’d move to a place like this:

CLIFF DIVING

Whatever came to mind, it probably made you happy, didn’t it?
The truth is, when you’re a teenager, FREEDOM is a great word.
Now, let’s turn our attention away from cliff diving, tattoos,
and tropical islands. Think about God. When it comes to your
relationship with Him, how would you define FREEDOM? Don’t
write the answer that you think your mom, student pastor or small
group leader wants you to give. Write your answer. From your
heart and mind. Or feel free to draw a picture or write one of
your favorite quotes or Bible verses. No one is going to grade
your journal to make sure you have the right answers. So don’t
hold back. WHAT WOULD REAL FREEDOM LOOK LIKE IN YOUR
RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD?

WHAT HOLDS YOU BACK FROM LIVING FREE IN YOUR
RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD?

Ever heard of Paul from the Bible? If not, don’t stress—we’ll bring
you up to speed in the next chapter. Paul was a guy who learned
what it meant to live free in his relationship with God. And when
he did…well, let’s just say he went for it.
Like, backflip-off-a-cliff-into-tropical-waters went for it.
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WORLDWIDE RELIGION

There are a lot of famous Pauls (well, famous enough to have
their own Wikipedia page):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paul McCartney
Paul Revere
Les Paul
Paul Rudd
Chris Paul
Paul Walker
Paul Kevin Jonas
Sean Paul
Paul Bunyan

But this journal is not about Paul McCartney. It’s about the Apostle
Paul. Why? Well for starters, you can’t base a devotional journal
on a guy who does a song with Kanye West and Rihanna. That’s
just wrong. Also because the Apostle Paul said and did some
things that can have an impact on your life, right now.
Let’s start by putting Paul’s life in perspective. We often think of
Christianity as a worldwide religion. That doesn’t mean everyone
is a Christian or that Christianity is everywhere. But it’s definitely
not some unknown religious cult.
This wasn’t always the case. In fact, early in Christianity’s history,
all of the world’s Christians were in one city: Jerusalem. And
they were just a small group of Jews who believed that their
leader, Jesus of Nazareth, was the Messiah who would save the
world. They believed this even though Jesus had been publically
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humiliated and executed by the Roman government. Those early
Christians held tightly to an insane belief that, even though He
had been killed, Jesus rose from the dead.
It’s easy for us to look back on those times and think, “Ancient
people had no concept of science. They would’ve believed
anything. Of course they thought Jesus rose from the dead.”
But their first response was actually the opposite. They were so
blindsided by His DEATH that they had zero ability to put
faith in His RESURRECTION. When people believe you’re the
Messiah, no one thinks you’re going to be crucified on a cross
and then buried in a tomb. When that happens, people conclude
they must have been wrong about you.
And if they didn’t expect the Messiah to die, then they definitely
didn’t expect Him to die and then, well, un-die. People at that
time understood, like we do today, that no one comes back from
the dead. Yet this small, dedicated group of people in Jerusalem
held onto the impossible belief that their Messiah was alive.
And then…
Flash forward about 45 years and Christianity was now
EVERYWHERE. Believers were not only in Jerusalem, but all
around the Mediterranean Region. Christianity was growing in
Asia Minor (modern-day Turkey), Egypt, Greece, and even Rome.
Somehow, a small movement that should have faded away had
grown into a worldwide religion. It was growing so fast, in fact,
that Roman politicians were taking notice and getting nervous.
They began discussing how to deal with these pesky Christians
who were popping up everywhere. What could’ve caused such a
massive spread of a religion in such a short period of time?
The short answer: God.
The longer answer: God used Paul.

WORLDWIDE RELIGION

The even longer answer is that Paul was a pivotal part of the early
spread of Christianity. He planted churches all throughout the
known world at that time. Everywhere he went, Paul would start a
church and tell people about Jesus.
Now, you may be thinking, “Okay, so Paul was a pastor. Big deal.
I don’t know any pastor with a life that’s crazy enough to deserve
a big discussion.” First, your pastor probably has a crazier life
than you realize. Second, Paul not only had a crazy life, he had a
tough life.
We’re talking really, really, really difficult.
Paul planted dozens of churches in places that didn’t exactly
welcome him with open arms. He was frequently slandered,
imprisoned, and beaten. There were even numerous attempts
to kill him. Think of a life that’s more SEAL Team Six, less TV
evangelist. In 2 Corinthians 11:23-25, Paul actually lists the trials
he’s faced:
“I am talking like a madman—with far greater labors,
far more imprisonments, with countless beatings, and
often near death. Five times I received at the hands of
the Jews the forty lashes less one. Three times I was
beaten with rods. Once I was stoned. Three times I was
shipwrecked; a night and a day I was adrift at sea…”
(ESV) 1
So let’s review Paul’s stats:
• He received around 195 lashes with a whip specially
designed to rip out as much flesh as possible with each hit.
Some people even died after one flogging. Paul took five
in his lifetime.
• On three other occasions he was beaten with sticks and
rods. Not fun.
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• Once he was stoned. No, not the kind of stoned you’re
thinking. We’re talking a bunch of men gathered around
him with giant rocks. With both hands, they threw those
rocks as hard as they could at Paul’s head. It was like a
really awful form of dodge ball.
• He was shipwrecked three times. Back then, if you got
shipwrecked you couldn’t call the US Coast Guard to have
them rescue you. You had to find a way to survive. We’re
talking Tom Hanks in Castaway. (Wait, you’ve never heard
of that movie? Never mind.)
• A night and day adrift at sea. One word: sharks.
Paul goes on to list all of the different places he faced danger:
“On frequent journeys, in danger from rivers, danger
from robbers, danger from my own people, danger from
Gentiles, danger in the city, danger in the wilderness,
danger at sea, danger from false brothers; in toil and
hardship, through many a sleepless night, in hunger and
thirst, often without food, in cold and exposure. And,
apart from other things, there is the daily pressure on me
of my anxiety for all the churches 2”
(2 Corinthians 11:26-28 ESV).
If you can’t tell from this list, Paul was in danger everywhere he
went. Not only that, he also carried the “daily pressure on me
of my anxiety for all the churches.” So add anxiety on top of
beatings, stonings, and shipwreckings*.
Why would someone go through all of this? What was it that kept
Paul going?
Before we answer that question, let’s first back up to a different
time, when Paul was a different person.

1

Okay, we made up that word.

WORLDWIDE RELIGION

In fact, he even had a different name. Granted, it was only
different by one letter, but he was definitely a different person
under that name. And he was not a fan of Christianity. In fact, he
outright hated it.
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If you knew Saul, you probably wouldn’t have liked him. He was
the ultimate rule follower and the most “by the book” person you
could imagine. You may be a rule follower yourself. That’s great.
But I promise that you’re not like Saul. He lived in Crazy Town at
the intersection of Rule Following and Insanity.
Have you ever spent time with somebody who seemed to judge
everything you said or did? That was Saul—Mr. Judgmental. You
had to keep your guard up around him. Your behavior had to be
near perfect. And if it wasn’t, he’d let you know.
Did you ever have homework in elementary school? Did you ever
forget to do it? (If not, just play along.) Imagine that your class
is two minutes away from the dismissal bell, and your teacher
still hasn’t collected the assigned homework. You’re throwing an
internal party because you’re convinced she forgot. And then.
There’s that Kid. You know…him. That guy who raises his hand to
kindly remind the teacher to collect the assignment. Remember
that kid? THAT was Saul.
Not only that, Saul was a racist and religious fanatic who
hated everyone who didn’t see things his way. He oversaw
the persecution of some of his own countrymen because they
believed differently than he did. At one point, he even held
peoples’ coats while they murdered a young Jewish man named
Stephen, who was helping elderly widows in the local church.
How’d you like to have that guy hanging around?
Saul was seriously not someone you’d want to mess with. He
wasn’t even someone you’d want to talk to…ever. You would try

SAUL

to avoid him at all costs. And if you did cross paths, you made
sure everything in your life was nice and tidy.
But Saul didn’t hate people just for the sake of hating people.
He wasn’t a cranky old man who led an angry, lonely life. At this
point he was actually a fairly young guy who truly believed that
it was in people’s best interests to follow the rules, and he was
merely trying to help them do so. He was completely driven by
his passion to impact the world. In fact, Saul acted the way he
did because of what he believed about God. He saw God as a
powerful deliverer who would one day rescue his people from the
harsh rule of the Romans. Saul knew that God was righteous and
holy. He knew that the rules mattered to God.
Like many religious people around him, Saul wondered why God
still hadn’t saved his people. What was taking so long? Maybe
Saul guessed that God was waiting on His people to get their act
together first. God’s deliverance wasn’t happening because the
people of Israel weren’t following the rules. Maybe Saul thought,
“If God’s people would keep God’s rules, then God would save
them.” Seems logical, right?
Think of it in this extremely silly way. If your dog gets a treat
when he sits, but he refuses to sit, wouldn’t that be annoying?
Of course it would. You’d think, “Come on, Tsunami! Quit being
an idiot and sit down!” (By the way, Tsunami is a great name for
a dog. So is Sasquatch. Or Thor.) But since Tsunami won’t follow
the rules, he can’t get a treat. And that frustrates you.
That’s why Saul was so vigilant. He figured God felt the same way
about humans that you might feel about your disobedient dog.
Saul’s beliefs decided his actions. He only knew God as a judge,
so Saul was quick to judge others. He only knew God as someone
who punished sins, so Saul was quick to punish sins.
Make sense?
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THEN, ONE DAY EVERYTHING CHANGED.
AND EVENTUALLY, SAUL BECAME PAUL.

Yes, the Apostle Paul.
You know, the guy who wrote most of the New Testament.
Now, if you could have met Paul, you probably would’ve loved
him. Paul was a kind man who deeply loved those around him. He
was honest and not afraid to speak his mind, but was also willing
to admit his mistakes. He made no attempt to hide his less-thanperfect past. Paul knew what it meant to be a sinner, and even
declared himself as the “worst of sinners.” He was gentle with the
broken, but firm with those who thought they had it all together.
Paul was the farthest thing from a racist. He didn’t think that nonJews were dirty people. He didn’t believe they were unable to
receive God’s love. He saw them as broken sinners desperately
in need of something greater to help them.
PAUL WAS ALMOST THE EXACT OPPOSITE OF SAUL.

Where Saul reminded people of the ways they didn’t measure
up, Paul boldly announced that God loved people just as they
were. While Saul was passionate about the Law, Paul was driven
by grace.
So you have to ask yourself: What caused Saul to become Paul?
What made him change his mind about almost everything he
believed? What made him stop destroying churches and start
planting them? The answer is the most common Sunday School
answer of all time:
Jesus.
SAUL MET JESUS ON THE ROAD TO DAMASCUS AND IT
CHANGED HIS UNDERSTANDING OF WHO GOD WAS.
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And when Saul’s beliefs changed, everything in his life
changed, too.
Now, you may be thinking, “This is a great history lesson, but
what exactly does this have to do with me?” Well, it actually has a
lot to do with you. And me. If you think about it, our world isn’t so
different from Paul’s world. Sure, we have things like the Internet,
cars, football and Taylor Swift that weren’t around when Paul was
alive. But just like then, there are still plenty of people around
who believe we have to shape up in order to get God to like us.
Some of us feel like God is a cosmic Santa Claus who’s making
His list and checking it twice. God makes us uncomfortable, and
we feel like we need to have everything in order before we talk
to Him.
Or, some of us act like God isn’t concerned at all with how we live.
We just say, “YOLO!” and try to occupy our time with whatever
we can find, whether it’s partying, boyfriends/girlfriends, video
games or Netflix. We attempt to numb ourselves while we secretly
wonder if our lives are going to amount to much.
Paul shows us something different. Paul says that because of
Jesus, we know that God is passionate about pursuing a
relationship with us even when we don’t have it all together.
Paul encourages us to stop trying to earn God’s favor, to admit
our failures, and to embrace the love and acceptance of Christ.
Paul wants us to leave our inner Sauls at the door and be loved.
He wants to let God’s love change the way we live. Ultimately,
PAUL INVITES US TO EXCHANGE RULES FOR RELATIONSHIP.

This journal is designed to take you on the same journey that Paul
experienced, one that moves you toward Grace. Over the next
few weeks, we’ll explore Paul and his understanding of who God

SAUL

is, and we’ll see how it connects to our world today. But before
we start, you need to know something: there’s nothing you’ve
done before picking up this book—and nothing you could do
after you put down this book—that can change the way God
feels about you.
You are loved. You are invited to be part of God’s Story. Not
because of anything you’ve earned or anything you’ve done,
but because of Jesus. Not only did you do nothing to earn His
love, but you can do nothing to lose it. That’s the mystery Paul
discovered. It’s called grace. It changed his life, and ultimately it
changed the world. And it’s available to you as well.
BECAUSE OF JESUS, PAUL LEARNED TO LIVE FREE.
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Just to practice living free—and to warm you up to the idea of
getting other people involved in this journey—we want you to do
something a little silly.
Tear out the slips on the next page and give one to five
different people. It’s a simple request for them to give you
something for free.
Here’s the catch: There is no catch. You’re asking for no-stringsattached gifts. Whether it’s dental floss, duct tape or a twentydollar bill, you can’t do anything to earn it. You may not get great
stuff, but it will be free. And it’s important to get the idea of FREE
in your mind.
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NO STRINGS ATTACHED

WRITE DOWN WHAT YOU COLLECTED.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Saul was on a mission.
His goal: to root out followers of Jesus, the so-called “Messiah,”
in Jerusalem. But now it was time to expand his operation, so
he set his eyes on the city of Damascus. His Damascus to-do list
consisted of two things:
1. Find Christians.
2. Convince them not to be Christians.
“Convince” is such a nice way to phrase it. Just like the mafia
“convinces” people to hand over money they owe. Saul traveled
with his gang of religious thugs to eradicate people who
worshipped a Man he had never met.
Saul had heard rumors of this “Jesus” character—a hippie, a free
spirit, and a teacher who loved everyone, including tax collectors.
(And what kind of person could possibly love tax collectors?!)
Supposedly, Jesus even loved common criminals who were
executed by the Romans. None of that sounded very Messiah-like.
But these crazy Christians continued to claim that Jesus was the
Messiah. Even crazier, they said that Jesus had risen from the
dead. Saul probably thought they were insane. So he decided
that the only remedy to this insanity was to show them just how
wrong they were. Someone had to maintain order.
But on the way to Damascus, Saul encountered something he
didn’t expect. As he traveled north from Jerusalem, Saul collided
with someone who would change his life forever. And not only
change the course of his life, but the course of the entire world.
That day, Saul came face to face with Jesus.

WHO IS JESUS?

Meanwhile, Saul was still breathing out murderous
threats against the Lord’s disciples. He went to the high
priest and asked him for letters to the synagogues in
Damascus, so that if he found any there who belonged
to the Way, whether men or women, he might take them
as prisoners to Jerusalem. As he neared Damascus on
his journey, suddenly a light from heaven flashed around
him. He fell to the ground and heard a voice say to him,
“Saul, Saul, why do you persecute me?”
“Who are you, Lord?’ Saul asked.
“I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting,” he replied.
“Now get up and go into the city, and you will be told
what you must do.”
The men traveling with Saul stood there speechless; they
heard the sound but did not see anyone. Saul got up
from the ground, but when he opened his eyes he could
see nothing. So they led him by the hand into Damascus.
For three days he was blind, and did not eat or drink
anything. (Acts 9:1-9).
Up to this point in the church’s early history, Saul was the main
villain in the story. The ultimate bad guy. Later in Saul’s life (after
he became Paul), he said that of every sinner in the entire world,
he was “the worst of them all.”
When we think of “sin,” we often think of different things we do
that are bad: drinking, drugs, partying, lying, sex, disrespecting
authority or whatever else we label as wrong. You may read this
and think, I know exactly who is the worst sinner in the world. I go
to school with him or her. Or you may think, I’m pretty sure I am
the worst sinner I know!
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Sin is about more than our actions. It’s something inside us. In
Romans, Paul describes it as our sin nature. Because we’re human
beings, we have a nature that separates us from God. At its root,
sin nature is a deeply held allegiance to something other than
Jesus. So Saul considered himself the chief sinner because he
was once chief enemy to Jesus and the Church.
But here’s the amazing news: Saul was an enemy of Jesus in his
mind. But Jesus thought something entirely different. Jesus loved
Saul. And Jesus wanted to save Saul. Here’s the rest of the verse:
This is a trustworthy saying, and everyone should accept
it: “Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners 3”—
and I am the worst of them all (1 Timothy 1:15 NLT).
Jesus came into the world to save sinners, including those who
hated Him. He came to save people who were born with a sinful
nature that placed a wall between them and God. Jesus went
beyond just saving us from our sins—He saved us from ourselves.
Saul deserved God’s judgement. But instead he received God’s
mercy. Jesus loved Saul even when Saul hated Jesus. That’s
grace. And this act of grace stayed with him the rest of his life. It
changed his beliefs, his behaviors, and even his name!
Okay, back to the story.
When he encountered Jesus, Saul didn’t know who He was, but
he knew what He was: “Who are you, Lord?” What an amazing
statement! It shows two things.
First, Saul didn’t know the correct answers. Saul didn’t “figure
out” his way into faith. He still had questions. In fact, the whole
Jesus situation just got a lot more confusing. Because up to this
moment, Saul had assumed God was on his side. God would be

WHO IS JESUS?

proud of him for murdering all these cultists called Christians.
Then, suddenly everything changed. Saul realized—to his
horror—that he had actually been persecuting God all along.
The second thing we learn is that Saul did nothing to earn God’s
grace. It’s not like Saul suddenly felt empathetic while he was
torturing a Christian and decided to change his ways. No, Jesus
showed up while Saul was on the road to imprison and kill even
more Christians. Paul did nothing good to deserve it. On that
road, God had mercy on Saul, purely because God decided to
have mercy on him.
That’s important for you to know. Why? Because you didn’t do
anything to earn God’s grace, either. In fact, you can’t do anything
do deserve it. In almost every dictionary, “grace” is defined as
unmerited or undeserved favor from God. That means you can’t
earn it. GRACE IS GETTING WHAT YOU DON’T DESERVE. ONCE
SOMETHING IS EARNED, IT’S NO LONGER GRACE. YOU CAN’T
DO ANYTHING TO “QUALIFY” FOR IT. THAT’S WHY SO MANY
PEOPLE DESCRIBE GRACE AS “AMAZING.”

The drama continues in Acts 9:
In Damascus there was a disciple named Ananias. The
Lord called to him in a vision, “Ananias!”
“Yes, Lord,” he answered.
The Lord told him, “Go to the house of Judas on Straight
Street and ask for a man from Tarsus named Saul, for he
is praying. In a vision he has seen a man named Ananias
come and place his hands on him to restore his sight.”
“Lord,” Ananias answered, “I have heard many reports
about this man and all the harm he has done to your
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holy people in Jerusalem. And he has come here with
authority from the chief priests to arrest all who call on
your name.”
But the Lord said to Ananias, “Go! This man is my chosen
instrument to proclaim my name to the Gentiles and their
kings and to the people of Israel. I will show him how
much he must suffer for my name.”
Then Ananias went to the house and entered it. Placing
his hands on Saul, he said, “Brother Saul, the Lord—
Jesus, who appeared to you on the road as you were
coming here—has sent me so that you may see again and
be filled with the Holy Spirit.” Immediately, something
like scales fell from Saul’s eyes, and he could see again.
He got up and was baptized, and after taking some food,
he regained his strength (Acts 9:10-19).
Picture a normal guy hanging out in Damascus. He’s heard rumors
that Saul—the ultimate bad guy—is coming up from Jerusalem
to terrorize Christians. All of a sudden, God appears to him in a
vision. That alone is pretty crazy. But then God starts a somewhat
comical conversation with him. Maybe it went something like this:
GOD: “Hey Ananias, Saul is in town. No, no, no, I don’t
want you to hide from him. Actually, here’s where he’s
staying. I want you to go talk to him.”
ANANIAS: “Hang on, I think you’re breaking up. I must have
misheard you. You want me to what?”
GOD: “You heard me. I want you to go talk to him. Don’t
worry, I already let him know you are coming.”
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ANANIAS: “Maybe there’s more than one Saul. You’re
probably talking about some nice farmer named Saul, right?
Not the scary-guy Saul.”
GOD: “No, I’m talking about Saul, the guy who persecutes
Christians.”
ANANIAS: “I know that You see everything. But as a quick
refresher, you know that I am a Christian, don’t you?”
GOD: “Yup.”
ANANIAS: “My point is that it doesn’t seem like the best
idea for me to go find the man who is here for the sole
purpose of ruining my life.”
GOD: “Ananias, I understand you’re afraid. But trust me,
I’ve got big plans for Saul. He’s my guy, and he’s going to
change the world for my sake. And just so you know, it’s
going to cost him EVERYTHING—even his life. So go help
the guy, please!”
ANANIAS: “Okay. Uh, run that address by me one more
time?”
Maybe that’s not exactly how it went down. But you get the idea.
It’s such an amazing picture of grace in action! Jesus shows Saul
grace by showing up. Then Christians, like Ananias, begin to
show Saul grace, too.
In the end, the road to Damascus was the location where Saul
realized that he had been an enemy to Jesus, the Son of God.
And he realized that Jesus loved him anyway.

WHO IS JESUS?

Saul’s encounter with Jesus would forever shape his life and
destiny. And the theme of that encounter was amazing grace.
From that day forward, Saul was becoming Paul.
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Let’s talk about dating.
Your favorite topic.
Are you currently dateless but wishing that weren’t the case? Are
you currently dating someone but wishing you weren’t? Is dating
a regret from your past? A hope for your future? Something your
mom won’t stop bugging you about?
Here’s another question: what are your standards for the person
you date?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good looking?
Nice?
A Christian?
Breathing?
Athletic and muscular?
Artistic and mysterious?
Funny?
Serious?
A guy with a beard?
A girl without a beard?
Cat lover?
Cat hater?
Smart but humble?
Stupid but nice?

DAY ONE

The truth is, even if you’ve never thought about it, you probably
have some type of standard when it comes to the person you
date. Even if that standard is as low as “must have all their
teeth” or “can’t currently be in jail,” you’ve probably set the bar
somewhere.
In the same way—even if it’s in the back of your mind—you
probably have a standard for how you think Christians should
talk and behave. Whether you feel like you fall well below that
bar, or whether you feel like you are the bar, you probably have
a standard.
WHAT’S THE STANDARD THAT YOU THINK CHRISTIANS SHOULD
LIVE UP TO?

Do you live up to that same standard? The truth is, no matter how
good you are, you have your moments, don’t you? Your selfish
moments. Your secret moments. Your stupid moments.
Then what?
WHAT DO YOU TYPICALLY SAY TO YOURSELF WHEN YOU FALL
SHORT OF THAT STANDARD?
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That’s the moment when you have to decide what you think
about grace. But first, let’s define it.
DEFINE GRACE.

Now, let’s go beyond just writing a definition. WRITE ABOUT A
TIME IN YOUR LIFE WHEN YOU EXPERIENCED GRACE.

Back in the day, did you ever watch The Oprah Winfrey Show? (Of
course you didn’t—you weren’t a 40-year-old housewife.) Oprah
loves to give stuff away. For example, one time everyone in the
audience got a new car. Another time she gave each person a trip
to Disney World. What did they do to earn that car or that trip to
Disney? Nothing. They showed up.
That’s grace.
Here’s an obvious question: Do you think those audience
members became bigger fans of Oprah? Of course they did!
We’d be raving fans of anyone who gave us a new ride and a free
vacation.

DAY ONE

That’s what grace does. It makes us bigger Jesus fans. Because
we realize that we don’t deserve—and we didn’t earn—His love,
favor, acceptance and compassion.
SPEND A FEW MINUTES THANKING GOD FOR ALL THE WAYS
HE’S SHOWN YOU GRACE.
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Have your parents ever hired an exterminator to come to your
house? Some guy who showed up wearing a helmet because…
well, we actually have no idea why exterminators wear helmets.
Maybe they’re dealing with some pretty huge termites? Or maybe
the termites are just really angry and want to fight? Anyway, the
exterminator spent four minutes spraying some kind of liquid in
the corners of your house and then handed over a bill for $150.
Not bad for a few minutes of work, huh?
Exterminators have one primary job: to eliminate pests.
That’s what Saul was—an exterminator. One of the definitions of
persecute is “to exterminate people based on their membership
in a religious, ethnic, social or racial group.” Saul viewed Christians
as pests. And he viewed himself as the go-to termite guy.
Then Saul had a mind-blowing encounter with Jesus on a dusty
road. And Jesus asked him, quite simply, “Saul, Saul, why are you
persecuting Me?” Wait. Saul had never persecuted JESUS when
JESUS was on earth. Saul had never even met Him.
But Saul had persecuted Jesus’ followers. And Jesus was saying,
“What my people go through, I go through. Those who follow
Me don’t just follow Me. We’re in a relationship. We’re close. We
are united. When you persecute THEM, you persecute ME.”

DAY TWO

What does that mean for you? It means that when you go through
tough stuff—although it may not be persecution—God cares. He
knows what you’re going through. He feels what you’re feeling.
NAME ONE OR TWO DIFFICULT THINGS YOU’RE DEALING WITH
RIGHT NOW.

Later on in his life, when Paul had a much better understanding
of both who God is and what difficult situations really look like,
he said,
“For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither
angels nor demons, neither the present nor the
future, nor any powers, neither height nor depth, nor
ANYTHING else in all creation, will be able to separate
us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord”
(Romans 8:38-39 emphasis added).
Paul knew this: when he went through tough times, God was
there with him. Right in the middle of it. Nothing could separate
Paul from the love of God.
The same is true for you. When you face life’s storms, God is with
you. He is ALWAYS there. He is with you whether you think you
deserve it or not. That’s grace.
If you’re on a boat in the middle of a windy storm, an anchor can
keep your boat from rolling, help it steer in the right direction, and
reduce the distance that it can drift. Anchors offer stability. The
idea of never being separated from Jesus was Paul’s anchor.
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You need an anchor phrase to hold on to when you face life’s storms.
WRITE DOWN AN ANCHOR PHRASE YOU CAN HOLD ON TO
IN TOUGH TIMES—SOMETHING THAT WILL REMIND YOU THAT
GOD IS WITH YOU.

SPEND A FEW MINUTES PRAYING. BE HONEST WITH GOD
ABOUT WHAT YOU’RE DEALING WITH. THEN SAY YOUR ANCHOR
PHRASE (OUT LOUD IF YOU CAN) SEVERAL TIMES. MEMORIZE IT
SO YOU CAN HOLD ONTO IT WHEN YOU NEED TO.

DAY THREE

She may not make a regular appearance on your Spotify rotation,
but you’ve probably heard of Adele. She’s won ten Grammys and
about a billion other awards.
But did you know that she has major stage fright? At one show
in Amsterdam, Adele was so nervous that she snuck out of an
emergency exit before her show. She’s thrown up multiple times
before taking the stage. Adele even said that “Once in Brussels,
I projectile-vomited on someone.”4 We’re talking about an artist
whose net worth is $55 million! Imagine the Belgian fan who
showed up to see one of today’s most famous artists only to be
hurled on by that artist.
One word: lawsuit. Make that vomit pay!
Seriously, though, I bet that fan had an entirely different
expectation for Adele’s concert. And those expectations were,
um, hurled out the window*.
The truth is, we all have expectations for how we think things are
going to be.
Saul had an expectation of what God was like. He had spent his
entire life devoted to who he thought God was. And his thinking
led him to believe that Jesus—and anyone who followed Him—
was a pretender. On his way to eliminate as many of those

* That’s our last pun. For a while, anyway.
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pretenders as possible, Saul’s view of God and Jesus was flipped
upside down by a blinding light and a voice from heaven.
“I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting.”
“Uhhhh, what? Ohhhh, got it!”
Suddenly, Saul realized that he had been seeing God in the
wrong light. God was different than he had ever expected.
But what happened next? Surely the next words out of God’s
mouth would be, “You idiot! What are you thinking? Do you
realize all the damage you’ve done—all the people you’ve hurt?
And all in MY name!”
Maybe that’s what Saul expected. WE ALL HAVE AN IDEA, AN
EXPECTATION OF HOW WE THINK GOD SHOULD RESPOND TO
ALL THE MESSED UP STUFF IN OUR LIVES.

But instead of yelling at Saul, God simply says, “Go to Damascus.”
GOD DIDN’T BEAT SAUL UP. INSTEAD, HE JUST SHOWED SAUL
HIS NEXT STEP.

That’s grace.
God wasn’t who Saul thought He was. And God showed His true
character by not responding the way Saul thought He would.
WHAT DO YOU THINK GOD IS LIKE? (Try to use at least 5 nonchurchy words to describe Him).

DAY THREE

WHAT DO YOU THINK GOD THINKS ABOUT YOU?

HOW DO YOU THINK GOD RESPONDS WHEN YOU MESS UP?

Just like Saul, God has a next step for you, too. God has a different
version of “Get up and go to Damascus” for you.
TAKE A FEW MINUTES TO PRAY. OPEN UP WITH GOD. BE
HONEST ABOUT ALL OF THE MESSED UP STUFF IN YOUR LIFE.
INVITE HIM TO SHOW YOU THE WAYS HE’S NOT LIKE YOU’VE
EXPECTED.
THEN, ASK HIM TO SHOW YOU THE NEXT SIMPLE STEP YOU’RE
SUPPOSED TO TAKE. WHEN HE SHOWS YOU THAT STEP, WRITE
IT HERE.
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Have you ever heard of the Rocky movies? They’re centered on
a boxer named—wait for it—Rocky. The films are all modern-day
classics. I promise that you’ve at least heard the theme song at
some point in your life.
Rocky was written by an actor named Sylvester Stallone. Rumor
has it that Stallone saw a Muhammad Ali fight and then wrote the
script over the next three days. The first movie was nominated for
ten Academy Awards. According to one reviewer, Rocky is “one
of the greatest, if not the greatest, feel-good movies of all time.”5
But.
At the time Stallone wrote Rocky, he was a struggling actor working
two jobs: one at a local deli and another as a movie theater usher.
Can you imagine ordering a turkey pastrami sandwich from an
actor who made such little money from, you know, acting that he
had to work two other jobs to pay the rent? Let’s say you struck
up a conversation about his dreams and he told you, “I just wrote
a screenplay that will be nominated for ten Academy Awards and
become one of the greatest movies of all time.”
Yeah. Right.
That’s probably how Ananias felt after God told him to be prayer
partners with Saul. It doesn’t matter how great Saul could be one
day. At that moment, he was a murderer. And for Ananias, that
was probably a scary thought.

DAY FOUR

“Lord,” Ananias answered, “I have heard many reports
about this man and all the harm he has done to your holy
people in Jerusalem” (Acts 9:13).
If Sylvester Stallone’s rise to fame was a surprise, Saul’s conversion
was a mind-blowing miracle. But that’s what God does—He goes
above and beyond our view of what’s possible. He surprises us
with grace.
But here’s something you need to know: GOD’S GRACE ISN’T
JUST FOR US. IT ALSO MOVES THROUGH US TO OTHER PEOPLE.
If we’re honest, we can all admit that we see some people as
lost causes. And often for good reason. WHAT WE CAN’T SEE
IS WHAT CAN HAPPEN WHEN GOD ENTERS THEIR STORY. We
don’t know what God has planned for their future. And we don’t
know the ways God could be moving in their lives.
God may be surprising them with grace. And He may have a part
for us to play in the surprise party.
WHAT ARE SOME WAYS YOU CAN SHOW GRACE TO UNLIKELY
PEOPLE?
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WHY IS PRAYING FOR OTHER PEOPLE AND THEIR FUTURE AN
ACT OF GRACE?

THINK OF TWO OR THREE PEOPLE WHO SEEM LIKE A LOST
CAUSE IN YOUR MIND. PRAY THAT GOD WILL GO BEYOND
HUMAN EXPECTATIONS AND REVEAL HIS GRACE TO THEM.
TELL GOD THAT YOU’RE READY TO BE PART OF THAT PLAN.

DAY FIVE

The Eastern European country Moldova is beautiful, but it’s
certainly not wealthy. In fact, it is Europe’s poorest nation.6
Enter Sergey Sudev, a journalism student in Moldova. Sudev was
working at a local radio station when he found out he had just
inherited a fortune from a distant uncle in Germany that he hadn’t
seen in ten years.7
The amount? Let’s just say it tipped the $1 billion scale! And just
like that, Sudev became one of the richest human beings in his
entire country.
Sudev thought it was a joke. Wouldn’t you? But then
representatives for his uncle’s estate confirmed the money was
now his.
No joke, Sergey.
That’s what grace is like—a billion-dollar inheritance. You can see
it as a joke, a scam, as too good to be true. You can turn it away,
claiming that you don’t deserve it and didn’t earn it.
Or you can receive it.
If you grew up in church, you’ve probably heard someone say,
“Jesus loves you.” Maybe you sang those words in a song.
Maybe you’ve said that phrase to someone else. But THERE’S
A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HEARING ABOUT GRACE AND
BELIEVING IN IT. THERE’S A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SINGING
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ABOUT IT AND RECEIVING IT.
WHY IS IT DIFFICULT TO BELIEVE IN AND RECEIVE GOD’S
GRACE FOR YOU?

WHAT WOULD YOU DO DIFFERENTLY IF YOU WERE 100%
SURE GOD LOVED YOU NO MATTER WHAT? HOW WOULD YOU
THINK DIFFERENTLY?

When Saul believed in and received grace, he began to live
differently. He began to live free. It launched him on a mission
to declare that message to as many people as possible. In fact,
we’re still talking about grace today because Saul encountered
grace.
Believe it. Receive it. Own it. Personalize it. Embrace it. Declare
it. Think it.
SPEND A FEW MINUTES PRAYING. ASK GOD TO HELP YOU
BELIEVE AND RECEIVE HIS GRACE TOWARD YOU.
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